Medical acumen and scientific approach meet the FINER method
Perspicácia médica e abordagem científica convergem para o método FINER
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Researchers need to focus on the feasibility and appropriateness of a chosen research question for their investigations¹. The FINER method, invoked by Brian Hulley, aims at constructing and highlighting the fundamental points of an appropriate academic study².

FINER, a mnemonic system, encompasses five characteristics to consider when creating and completing scientific inquiries. Mnemonics are memory aids that use elaborative encoding to help individuals remember facts accurately.

The FINER acronym stands for: feasible, interesting, novel, ethical, and relevant. Creating questions and finding answers is rarely a straightforward endeavor. Empirical literature, scientific and clinical experiences are pivotal for building up strong research questions³.

Feasible:
1. **Time and Money**: are you and your team funded or have your own financial means to complete the scientific proposal? Is the available time sufficient to complete the tasks?
2. **Technical expertise and satisfactory pool of potential participants**: animals, humans, and biological materials are often the basis of many scientific studies. Focusing on animals and humans requires adoption of ethical conduct standards. Studies on people carry risks, despite the best of intentions and care. Technical expertise (high levels of knowledge and skills) takes years to acquire; and a team of well-qualified professionals presenting the aforementioned traits may be hard to find.

Interesting:
1. **Captivate the scientific community, you, your peers and patients**: as a collaborative effort, research is strongest when it gets different people interested and motivated.

Novel:
1. **Know the previous and current literature of your field of expertise**: improve the contemporary body of evidence and discussion, analyzing the implications that can be brought up by your thesis is essential.

Ethical:
1. **Institutional review boards, Declaration of Helsinki**: a body of ethical principles, general and/or specific rules, norms, protocols and standards on how to conduct the research must be addressed at all times. Research purposes and targets can never take precedence over the rights and interests of communities, individual subjects, animals or any society whatsoever. Minimize risks and burdens, maximize benefits.
Relevant:

1. Contemporary and future research; scientific knowledge: clinical, surgical and public health fields are to benefit and be positively influenced. Research questions presenting a well-built design and suitable planning have better chances of being reproducible, applicable, and statistically significant.

Overcoming research challenges should start at the moment of choosing a well-structured topic, gathering high-skilled professionals, and setting a robust framework of strategies. Health professionals often struggle to bridge the gap between science and their daily routine. The FINER method guides researchers through a set of rules on how to produce and conduct a proper research project.
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